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Comments on the proposed conservation of the spelling Semioptera wallacii Gray, 1859

(Aves, Paradisaeidae)

(Case 2441: see BZN45: 212-213)

(1) Jifi Mlikovsky

Department of Evolutionary Biology, Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Sekaninova

28. CS-12800 Praha 2. Czechoslovakia

In this application M. LeCroy seeks to conserve the spelling Semioptera wallacii for

the name of Wallace's Standard Wing Bird of Paradise on the grounds of usage.

However, as she states (para. 2), the name was first published as Semeioptera wallacei,

and since there is no evidence in the original report in the Literary Gazette of any error

(cf. Article 32c of the Code) the principle of priority should apply. The etymology of the

name supports the original spelling: the generic name is based on the Greek words

semeion (sign, mark, star) and pteron (wing), and the specific name was apparently

created for Alfred R. Wallace. I therefore propose that the International Commission

on Zoological Nomenclature should reject the application and accept the spelling

Semeioptera wallacei, as suggested by McAlpine (1979; cited in para. 2 of the

application).

(2) Mary LeCroy

Department of Ornithology, American Museumof Natural History, Central Park West

at 79th Street, New York, 'nY 10024. U.S. A

.

Walter J. Bock

Department of Biological Sciences, Columbia University, New York, NY10027 , U.S.A.

J. Mlikovsky, in his comment, and other workers who argue for adoption of the

spelling Semeioptera wallacei rather than the well-established Semioptera wallacii for

the name of Wallace's Standard Wing Bird of Paradise on grounds of strict priority

completely overlook the fact that the Preamble is an integral part of the International

Code of Zoological Nomenclature. The Preamble states clearly in its second paragraph

that The object of the Code is to promote stability and universaUty in the scientific

names of animals and to ensure that the name of each taxon is unique and distinct.'

Nothing would more violate the wording and spirit of the Preamble than to change the

spelling of the generic name Semioptera to Semeioptera after 1 30 years of consistent

usage oi Semioptera, merely on the basis of an article in a journal of general and current

affairs. This article was an anonymous report of the 22 March 1859 meeting of the

Zoological Society of London.

As mentioned in the original proposal, the only use of Semeioptera during the past

130 years was by Wood (1862) and even that was not in a zoological publication.

All zoologists used Semioptera for 1 30 years; these workers included many nomencla-

turists who believed in strict priority and who would have insisted on change to

Semeioptera if the evidence supported this move.

Further we would like to note that the etymology of the name does not support the

spelling Semeioptera. The Greek 'si' is usually latinized to 'i', as in Chiroptera. not as

'ei' as claimed by Mlikovsky (see page 187 of the Code).
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Acceptance of J. Mlikovsky's proposal to accept the spelling Semeioptera wallacei

will simply result in zoologists using both names for some time into the future, as many
workers who would not be aware of the decision of the Commission would use eadier

reference sources, a situation not conducive to stability of nomenclature.

On the basis of the guidelines in the Preamble to the Code and in Article 79(c), we
urge that the International Commission of Zoological Nomenclature adopt the several

points proposed by M. LeCroy in her original proposal.

Commenton the proposed suppression of Rallus nigra Miller, 1784 (Aves).

(Case 2276; see BZN40: 249-251 and 44: 126-128)

Michael P. Walters

British Museum (Natural History) , Tring, Hertfordshire HP23 6AP, U.K.

I believe that Rallus nigra does not refer to the rail known as R. tabuensis (currently

Porzana tabuensis), the Pacific spotless crake or sooty rail. I also believe that the

original description on which the name Rallus tabuensis was based does not refer to the

rail currently known by that name, but to the same species as R. nigra. Thus, ironically,

Bruce et al. (BZN 40: 249-251) are right, but not for the reasons they think! It would

clearly be most unfortunate if the now familiar name tabuensis had to be discarded in

favour of a totally unknown name (tahitiensis), but I cannot see that invalidating

R. nigra would do anything to solve the problem, and would only confuse the issue

still further.

I have recently published a paper on the relationships of the species concerned

(Walters, 1988). Basically, the situation is as follows:

1

.

The name Rallus nigra is known only from a plate by J. F. Miller, first pubHshed in

his Icon Animalium of 1784 and, subsequently in 1796, in a revised edition of his work

(called the Cimelia Physica), with an added interleaved text by George Shaw which was

taken from Latham (see paragraph 3 below). Miller's plate may well have been copied

and published with little alteration from an unpublished painting of a rail from Tahiti

by Georg Forster, made on Cook's second voyage, which is housed in the British

Museum (Natural History), no. 130. Lysaght (1956, p. 97) claimed that the bird

depicted was the rail currently known as Porzana tabuensis (Gmelin, 1789), and pro-

posed to substitute Miller's name for Gmelin's on the grounds of priority. However, the

bird is clearly not tabuensis as now understood, as this has a very conspicuous brown

mantle which is absent from both Miller's and Forster's plates. Peters (1934, p. 188,

,

footnote) wrote: 'Miller's plate represents a wholly black rail somewhat larger than

tabuensis; it cannot be identified with any of the known forms of tabuensis and possibly

represents the bird later named Porzana atra (North, 1908) [from Henderson Island] or

at least a bird closely allied to it'.

2. In addition to the two plates, there is a description by J. R. Forster (Georg

Forster's father) written at the time of the voyage but not published until 1844, many
years after the author's death. This description, in which Forster calls the bird Rallus

minutus, was identified by Lichtenstein (1844, p. 178), the editor of the published

account, as Porzana tabuensis and was clearly based on a specimen or specimens

collected by the Forsters on their journey, and not on Georg's plate, with which it


